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Abstract
In this paper, we present a heuristic mapping method and a prototype mapping system that support the
process of semi-automatic ontology mapping for the purpose of improving semantic interoperability in heterogeneous systems. The approach is based on the idea of semantic enrichment, i.e., using instance information of the ontology to enrich the original ontology and calculate similarities between concepts in two
ontologies. The functional settings for the mapping system are discussed and the evaluation of the prototype implementation of the approach is reported.
 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
System interoperability is an important issue, widely recognized in information technology
intensive enterprises and in the research community of information systems (IS). The widely
adoption of the World Wide Web to access and distribute informations further stress the need
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for systems interoperability. The current World Wide Web has well over 4.2 billion pages [16], but
the vast majority of them are in human readable format only. In order to allow software agents to
understand and process the web information in a more intelligent way, researchers have created
the Semantic Web vision [6], where data has structure and ontologies describe the semantics of the
data. When a wide variety of software agents could communicate with each other in a ﬂexible and
intelligent way, systems interoperability will be greatly enhanced.
The Semantic Web oﬀers a compelling vision, yet it also raises many diﬃcult challenges. One of
the key challenges is to ﬁnd semantic correspondences between ontologies. Ontology is a key factor for enabling interoperability in the Semantic Web [6]. However, it has long been argued that
there is no one single universal shared ontology, which will be applauded by all players. It seems
clear that ontologies face the same or even harder problems with respect to heterogeneity as any
other piece of information [30]. The attempts to improve system interoperability will therefore rely
on the reconciliation of diﬀerent ontologies used in diﬀerent systems. The reconciliation is often
approached by manual or semi-automated integration of ontologies. The technical issue here is to
help resolving ontology mismatches that evidently appear in semantic integration.
One of the fundamental elements of the ontology integration process is to establish a mapping
between ontologies. Mapping processes typically involve analyzing the ontologies and comparing
them to determine the correspondence among concepts and detect possible conﬂicts. A set of mapping assertions is the main output of a mapping process. The mapping assertions can be used directly in a translator component, which translates statements that are formulated by diﬀerent
ontologies. Alternatively, a follow-up integration process can use the mappings to detect merging
points.
So, interoperability among applications in heterogeneous systems depends critically on the ability to map between their corresponding ontologies. Today, matching between ontologies is still
largely done by hand, in a labor-intensive and error-prone process [15]. As a consequence, semantic integration issues have now become a key bottleneck in the deployment of a wide variety of
information management applications.

2. Overview of the approach
The word ontology has been used to describe artifacts with diﬀerent degrees of structure. These
range from simple taxonomies (such as the Yahoo! hierarchy), to metadata schemes (such as the
Dublin Core [12]), to logical theories. In our context, the scope and assumption of our work are
the following:
(1) An ontology speciﬁes a conceptualization of a domain in terms of concepts, attributes and
relations. Concepts are typically organized into a tree structure based on subsumption relationship among concepts. Ad hoc relations further connect concepts and formulate a semantic net structure in the end.
(2) In this paper, we focus on ﬁnding mappings between concepts and between relations. This is
because they are central components of ontologies and matching them successfully would aid
in matching the rest of the ontologies. Extending matching to attributes and more complex
types (like structure alignment) is ongoing research.
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(3) Ontologies can be expressed in diﬀerent representational languages [29]. Here, we assume
that it is possible to translate between diﬀerent formats. In practice, a particular representation must be chosen for the input ontologies. Our approach is based on Referent Modeling
Language (RML) [27], which is an Extended ER-like (Entity Relationship) graphic language
with strong abstraction mechanism and sound formal basis.
The overall process of ontology mapping can then be deﬁned as: given two ontologies Oa and
Ob, mapping one ontology with another means that for each element in ontology Oa, ﬁnd corresponding element(s), which has same or similar semantics, in ontology Ob and vice versa. We ﬁrst
deﬁne exactly what our mapping model is:
Deﬁnition 1 (Ontology mapping
½S; T ; F; Rðsi ; tj Þ; A where

model). An

ontology

mapping

model

is

a

5-tuple

• S is a set composed of logical views (representation) for the elements in source ontology.
• T is a set composed of logical views (representation) for the elements in target ontology.
• F is a framework for representing ontology elements and calculating relationships between elements in the two ontologies.
• R(si, tj) is a ranking function which associate a real number with an element si 2 S and an element tj 2 T. Such ranking deﬁnes an order among the elements in source ontology with regard
to one element tj in the target ontology.
• A is a set composed of mapping assertions. A mapping assertions is a formal description of the
mapping result, which supports further description of the exact nature of the derived mappings.
It has the following components:
– a pair of ontology elements,
– a type of correspondence,
– a degree of correspondence, and
– a set of sources of assertion.
F;R

In other words, we can deﬁne the mapping process as: S, T ! A, i.e., given the ontologies it S, T
as input, using the framework and the ranking function to produce A as output. The remainder of
the paper will discuss the process and each of the individual component in greater detail.
As shown in Fig. 1, the approach consists of two phases: enrichment phase and mapping phase.
The enrichment phase is based on analysis of the extension information the ontologies have. The
extension we make use of in this work is written documents that are associated with the concepts
in the ontologies. The intuition is that given two to-be-compared ontologies, we construct representative feature vectors for each concept in the two ontologies. The documents are ‘‘building
material’’ for the construction process, as they reﬂect the common understanding of the domain.
Outputs of the enrichment phase are ontologies with feature vector as enrichment structure. The

Fig. 1. Two phases of the whole mapping process.
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mapping phase takes the enriched ontology and computes similarity pair wise for the element in
the two ontologies. The calculation is based on the distance of the feature vectors. Further reﬁnements are employed to re-rank the result via the use of WordNet. A number of ﬁlters, variables,
heuristics can be tuned to include/exclude certain mapping correspondences.
The next two sections will discuss the system functional view of the major steps in the two
phases in more detail.
3. Semantic enrichment of ontology
The main task in the semantic enrichment phase is to generate the enrichment structure,
namely, the representative feature vector. Fig. 2 shows the two steps performed in the semantic
enrichment process. The algorithm takes the two to-be-mapped ontologies in RML format, together with document sets, as input. There can be one or two document sets. In the former case,
we assume the documents are relevant to both ontologies, while in the latter, it is assumed that the
two document sets share the same vocabulary.
3.1. Document assignment
Document assignment step aims to automatically assign documents to one or more pre-deﬁned
categories based on their contents. We use a linguistically based classiﬁer CnS (Classiﬁcation and
Search) [7,8] to associate documents with the ontologies. Multiple association is allowed. This is a
semi-automatic process, where users need to manually adjust the assignment results to guarantee
the correct assignments.

Fig. 2. Overview of the semantic enrichment process.
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The assigning of documents to concepts is necessary when no instance knowledge of the ontology is available. However, if documents have already been assigned to speciﬁc concepts, we can
skip the ﬁrst step and construct feature vector for the concepts directly.
3.2. Feature vector construction
The second step concerns building up feature vectors for each concepts in the two ontologies. The intuition is that for each concept a feature vector can be calculated based on the
documents assigned to it. Following a classic Rocchio algorithm [1], the feature vector for concept ai is computed as the average vector over all document vectors that belong to concept ai.
Following the same idea, the feature vector of a non-leaf concept is computed as the centroid
vector of its instance vector, sub-concepts vector and related concepts vector. Thus, hierarchical
and contextual information is partially taken into consideration. The output of this step is
two intermediate ontologies, O0A and O0B , where each concept has been associated with a feature
vector.
Three sub-steps constitute the process. The ﬁrst two steps aim at building document vectors,
while the third step use the document vectors to build feature vectors for concepts.
(1) Pre-processing. The ﬁrst step is to transform documents, which typically are strings of characters, into a representation suitable for the task. The text transformation is of the following
kind: remove HTML (or other) tags; remove stop words; perform word stemming (lemmatization). Auxiliary information like stop words list, English lexicon (WordNet in this particular case) are used to perform the necessary linguistic transformation.
(2) Document representation. We use the vector space model [26] to construct the generalization
of the documents. In vector space model, documents are represented by vectors of words.
There are several ways to determining the weight of word i in a document d. We use the standard tf/idf weighting [26], which assigns the weight to word i in document d in proportion to
the number of occurrences of word in the document, and inverse proportion to the number
of documents in the collection for which the word occurs. Thus, for each document d in a
document collection D, a weighted vector is constructed as follows:
~
d ¼ ðw1 ; . . . ; wn Þ

ð1Þ

where wi is the weight of word i in document d.
wi ¼ fi  logðN =ni Þ

ð2Þ

where fi is the frequency of word i in document d, N is the number of documents in the collection D and ni is the number of documents that contains word i.
(3) Concept vector construction. We diﬀerentiate here leaf concept and non-leaf concept in the
ontology. Leaf concepts are those which have no sub-concepts.
• For each leaf concept, the feature vector is calculated as an average vector on the
documents vectors that have already been assigned to this concept. Let Ck be the
feature vector for concept K and let Dj be the collection of documents that have been
assigned to that concept K. Then for each feature i of the concept concept vector, it is calculated as
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P
C ki

¼

Dj 2K wij

jDj j

ð3Þ

• When it comes to non-leaf concepts, the feature vector Ck for a non-leaf concept K is calculated by taking into consideration contributions from the documents that have been
assigned to it, its direct sub-concepts and the concepts with which concept K has relation.2
Let Dj be the collection of documents that have been assigned to that concept K, let St be
the collection of its direct sub-concepts and let Sr be the collection of its related concepts.
The ith element of Ck is deﬁned as
P
P
P
wir
Dj 2K wij
S t 2K wit
k
Ci ¼ a 
þb
þ c  S r 2K
ð4Þ
jDj j
jS t j
jS r j
where a + b + c = 1. a, b and c are used as tuning parameters to control the contributions
from the concepts instances, sub-concepts and related concepts respectively.

4. Mapping
The focal point of this section is the second phase of the approach, namely the mapping phase.
The algorithm takes as input semantically enriched elements of two ontologies and produces as
output suggestions to the user for possible correspondences. As Fig. 3 illustrates, the algorithm
has the following ﬁve main components.
• The mapper performs a computation of a correspondence measure for the pairs of compared
ontology elements, based on the similarity of their enriched structures.
• The enhancer utilizes an electronic lexicon to adjust the similarity values that have been
computed by the mapper, with the intention of re-ranking the mapping assertions in the result
list.
• The presenter determines which recommendations to suggest to the user, based on the partial
ordering of correspondence measures and the current conﬁguration proﬁle.
• The exporter translates and exports the mapping results to a desired format so that other follow-up applications can import and use the results in a loosely coupled way.
• The conﬁguration proﬁle is a user proﬁle to assign individual variable values for diﬀerent tuning
parameters and a threshold value for exclusion of mappings with low similarity.

4.1. The similarity calculation for concepts
To ﬁnd concept pairs that are similar, we calculate a similarity value for concepts pairwise in
the two ontologies. A threshold value is deﬁned by the user to exclude pairs that have too low

2

At this point, all ad hoc relations other than subsumption are treated as related-to.
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Fig. 3. Major steps in the mapping phase.

similarity values. The calculation of concept similarity is the foundation for similarity calculation
of other more complex elements.
The similarity of two concepts in two ontologies is directly calculated as the cosine measure between the two representative feature vectors. Let two feature vectors for concept a and b respectively, both of length n, be given. The cosine similarity between concept a and concept b is deﬁned
as
Pn
a
b
C~a  C~b
i¼1 ðC i  C i Þ
q
q
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼
simða; bÞ ¼ simðC ; C Þ ¼ a
Pn
Pn
jC j  jC b j
ðC a Þ2 
ðC b Þ2
a

b

i¼1

i

i¼1

ð5Þ

i

where
• Ca and Cb are feature vectors for concept a and b, respectively,
• n is the dimension of the feature vectors,
• jCaj and jCbj are the lengths of the two vectors, respectively.
For concept a in ontology A, to ﬁnd the most related concept b in ontology B, the top k
ranked concept nodes in ontology B are selected according to the initial similarity measure calculated above. Those pairs that are not selected, either because of its similarity value is lower than
the threshold value or because it is not in the top k ranked, their similarity values will be deduced
to zero.
The chosen pairs are further evaluated by other matching strategies. For instance, if one concept has a similar name as concept a, its similarity measure will get a boost, which results in the
change of its rank in the result set. How large the boost is can be tuned by a parameter. This leads
us to the next section, where adjusting similarity value is elaborated.
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4.2. Adjust similarity value with WordNet
Given the central position of concept similarity calculation, it is desirable to make the suggestions as accurate as possible. This requires additional technique to adjust the similarity value. We
use a electronic lexicon WordNet for that purpose [21].
One way to measure the semantic similarity between two words a and b is to measure the distance between them in WordNet. This can be done by ﬁnding the paths from each sense of a to
each sense of b and then selecting the shortest such path. Note that path length is measured in
nodes rather than links. So the length between sister nodes is 3. The length of the path between
member of the same synset is 1. we did not make any eﬀort in joining together the 11 diﬀerent top
nodes of the noun taxonomy. As a consequence, a path cannot always be found between two
nouns. When that happens, the program returns a ‘‘not related’’ message. We refer this measurement as the path length measurement.
The path length measurement gives us a simple way to calculate relatedness between two words.
However, there are still three issues we need to address before we can use it.
• Word form. When looking up a word in WordNet, the word is ﬁrst lemmatized. So the distance
between system and systems is 0.
• Multiple part-of-speech. The path length measurement can only compare words that have the
same part-of-speech. This implies that we don not compare, for instance, a noun and a verb,
since they are located in diﬀerent taxonomy trees. The words we compare in this context are
concept names in the ontologies. Even though most of the names are made of single noun or
noun phrase, verbs and adjectives do occasionally appear in a concept name label. In some
cases, one word would have more than one part-of-speech (for instance, ‘‘backpacking’’ is
both a noun and a verb in WordNet). For these words, we ﬁrst check if it is a noun and if
the answer is yes, we treat it as a noun. In the case of ‘‘backpacking’’, for instance, it will
be treated as a noun and its verb sense will be disregarded. If it is not a noun, we check if
the word is a verb and if the answer is yes, we treat it as a verb. Words that are neither nouns,
verbs nor adjectives will be disregarded. This makes sense since the diﬀerent part-of-speech of
the same word are usually quite related and choosing one of them would be representative
enough.
• Compound nouns. Those compound nouns which have an entry in WordNet (for example, ‘‘jet
lag’’, ‘‘travel agent’’ and ‘‘bed and breakfast’’) will be treated as single words. Others like ‘‘railroad transportation’’, which have no entry in WordNet, will be split into tokens (‘‘railroad’’
and ‘‘transportation’’ in the example) and its relatedness to other word will be calculated as
an average over the relatedness between each token and the other word. For instance, the relatedness between ‘‘railroad transportation’’ and ‘‘train’’ will be the average relatedness of ‘‘railroad’’ with ‘‘train’’ and ‘‘transportation’’ with ‘‘train’’.
We integrate the Java WordNet Library (JWNL) [9], a Java API, into the system for accessing
the WordNet relational dictionary and calculate semantic relatedness based on the path length
measurement described above. The computed relatedness will be ampliﬁed by a tuning parameter
and then will be added to the similarity values computed in the previous step. The changing on
similarity values will change the ranks of the involved mappings. The hope is that by doing this
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the prominent ones will be strengthened by that post processing procedure and be ranked high in
the results.
4.3. The similarity calculation for complex elements
Based on the correspondences calculated for the concepts, we could further expand the correspondence discovery into other elements and structures in the ontologies. In this part, we introduce how similarity between relations and between clusters of concepts are deﬁned.
Relations. The similarity of relations is calculated based on the corresponding domain concepts
and range concepts of the relations. Precisely, the similarity between relation R(X, Y) and
R 0 (X 0 , Y 0 ) is deﬁned as the arithmetic mean value of the similarity values their domain and range
concepts have
simðR; R0 Þ ¼

ðsimðX ; X 0 Þ þ simðY ; Y 0 ÞÞ
2

ð6Þ

where
• X and X 0 are domain concepts of R and R 0 , respectively,
• Y and Y 0 are the range concepts of R and R 0 respectively,
• the sim(X, X 0 ) and sim(Y, Y 0 ) can be calculated by Eq. (5) for concepts similarity.
Clusters. Based on the correspondences calculated for the concepts, we could further expand
the correspondence discovery into more complex structures. For this, we deﬁne the concept of
cluster. A cluster is a group of related concepts, which includes a center concept a and its k-nearest
neighbors. A cluster of 1-nearest neighbor includes a center concept and its direct parent, and its
direct children. A cluster of 2-nearest neighbor includes the grandparent, the siblings and the
grandchildren, in addition to the 1-nearest neighbor. The correspondences between clusters in
two ontologies reveal ‘‘areas’’ that are likely to be similar. This helps knowledge workers to locate
and concentrate on a bigger granularity level.
The similarity of clusters is calculated based on the weighted percentage of established mappings between member concepts in proportion to the number of all connections between the
two clusters. We deﬁne the equation of calculating two cluster similarity as
P
simðX ; Y Þ ¼

ðai ;bj Þ2M simðai ; bj Þ

jX j  jY j

ð7Þ

where
• X and Y are clusters of k-nearest neighbor. X = {a1, a2, a3, . . . , an} and Y = {b1, b2, b3, . . . , bm}.
• M is a subset of the Cartesian product of X and Y, where M  X * Y, M = {(ai, bj)j(ai 2 X) \
(bj 2 Y) \ (sim(ai, bj) > 0)}.
• jXj and jYj are number of elements in the two sets, respectively.
• The sim(ai, bj) is calculated by Eq. (5) for concepts similarity.
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Ontologies. Extending the idea of cluster similarity one step further, we come to the point where
the similarity between two ontologies can be quantiﬁed as the weighted percentage of established
mappings in proportion to all the connections between concepts in the two ontologies, as deﬁned
in the following equation:
P
ðai ;bj Þ2M simðai ; bj Þ
ð8Þ
simðO1 ; O2 Þ ¼
jO1 j  jO2 j
where
• O1 and O2 are two ontologies. O1 = {a1, a2, a3, . . . , an} and O2 = {b1, b2, b3, . . . , bm}. ai (i =
1, . . . , n) are the concepts in O1 and bj (j = 1, . . . , m) are the concepts in O2.
• M is a subset of the Cartesian product of O1 and O2, where M  O1 * O2, M = {(ai, bj)j(ai 2
O1) \ (bj 2 O2) \ (sim(ai, bj) > 0)}.
• jO1j and jO2j are number of concepts in the two ontologies, respectively.
• The sim(ai, bj) is calculated by Eq. (5) for concepts similarity.
Such a value is in particular useful when several ontologies in a domain need to be merged, for
this value could help revealing the most similar two, which constitute good candidates for the
merging process.

5. Implementation
A prototype of the approach has been implemented in order to verify that the proposed
approach is an applicable solution. The system architecture is composed of three separately developed parts that communicate using XML. Fig. 4 illustrates the three parts and how they interact
with each other. The modeling environment is responsible for constructing/importing the ontologies in RML format. The ontologies are passed on to CnS for assigning documents to the relevant ontology elements. The ontologies, together with the classiﬁcation results stored in XML, are
delivered to the iMapper system for the mapping process.
Fig. 5 shows the GUI of the iMapper system. The ﬁgure illustrates a mapping process and the
obtained mapping assertions. Both ontologies are represented visually in RML (Referent Modeling Language) [27,25]. So far, we have introduced the major steps in the mapping process. To sum
up, the CnS software performs the document categorization process and the result is being stored

Fig. 4. Components of the system.
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Fig. 5. Snapshot of the iMapper system.

in an XML ﬁle. This information is then loaded into the mapping system. Next, the mapping system constructs the feature vector for each document and the concept node consequently. Next, the
mapper calculates the similarity pair wise for the elements in the two ontologies based on the vectors. It is up to the user to decide whether the concept naming similarity shall be counted in or not.
If the user decides to consider that similarity, he/she triggers the process and the naming similarity
is calculated and added as a boost to the vector similarity measure. As a result, a list of top ranked
mapping assertion will be generated and listed in the table at the lower part of the frame (see
Fig. 5).
An ID uniquely identiﬁes each mapping assertion. It concerns two concepts, one from the
ontology in the left, the other from the right. The fourth column of the table describes what kind
of mapping relation holds between these two. A conﬁdence level is given to indicate the probability that this prediction is true. An explanation about the source of the mapping assertion is given
in the last column. For example, in Fig. 5, mapping assertion 1 states that concept family travel in
the left ontology is most similar to concept family in the right ontology with a similarity value of
0.793 and this mapping is derived mainly from both extension analysis and WordNet relatedness
calculation.
When the user selects on one mapping assertion (by clicking the row of that assertion in the
mapping table), the corresponding concepts in the two ontologies are highlighted, making it possible for the user to get a clear overview of the relevant locations of the concepts in the ontologies.
It is also possible for the user to edit, delete or add mapping assertions. The approach discovers a
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number of useful mappings. Although the results still need to be manually approved or adjusted,
it is easier for the user to approve than to search relevant pairs from scratch.

6. Evaluation
A comprehensive evaluation of the match processing strategies supported by the iMapper system have been performed on two domains. The main goal was to evaluate the matching accuracy
of iMapper, to measure the relative contributions from the diﬀerent components of the system,
and to verify that iMapper can contribute in helping the user in performing the labor intensive
mapping task. The design and methodology of the evaluation are described ﬁrst. Afterwards,
the results and analysis of the results are presented.
6.1. Experiment design
Performance criteria. To evaluate the quality of the match operations, we compare the match
result returned by the automatic matching process (P) with manually determined match result (R).
We determine the true positives, i.e., correctly identiﬁed matches (I). Based on the cardinalities of
these sets, the following quality measures are computed.
Precision = jIj/jPj, is the faction of the automatic discovered mapping which is correct. It estimates the reliability for the match prediction.
Recall = jIj/jRj, is the fraction of the correct matches (the set R) which has been discovered by
the mapping process. It speciﬁes the share of real match that is found.
Precision and recall have been used extensively to evaluate the retrieval performance of retrieval
algorithm in the information retrieval ﬁeld [3] and have also been used in other studies [10,15]. For
each mapping the system predicated, there is a similarity degree associated with it. The degree
indicates the conﬁdence of the predication. It also provides a practical way to rank the mappings.
As the mappings are ranked in a descending order of the degree, we could calculate precision at
diﬀerent recall levels by gradually adding more mappings into consideration. We plot the precision versus recall curve at 11 standard recall levels [3]. Precision versus recall ﬁgures are useful
because they allow us to evaluate quantitatively both the quality of the overall mapping collection
and the breadth of the mapping algorithm.
Finally, for this version of the experiment, we made evaluation only on concept–concept mappings, whereas the more complex mappings between relations, clusters, etc., are not in focus. Two
reasons account for the choice.
• Concept–concept mappings are the bases for any other more complex mappings and ensuring
its high quality will form a sound base for the other type of mappings.
• When user manual work is involved, we have to carefully limited the scope and complexity of
the task. Therefore, the more complex mappings are omitted in this version of the evaluation.
Thus, even though the purpose of the experiment is to test the performance of the proposed
approach in general, the results should be interpreted only as preliminary, due to the limited
amount of data and the scope of the test.
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Domains and source ontologies. We evaluated iMapper on two domains. The product catalogue
integration task was ﬁrst introduced in [14], where consumers and vendors may use diﬀerent classiﬁcation schemas (UNSPSC, UCEC, and eCl@ss, to name a few) to identify their requests or
products. Links between diﬀerent classiﬁcation schemas need to be deﬁned in order to relate
the corresponding concepts. In our experiment, the two relevant product catalogues are the United Nations Standard Products and Services Code (UNSPSC)3 and the Standardized Material and
Service Classiﬁcatione—eCl@ss.4 UNSPSC contains about 20.000 categories organized into four
levels. Each of the UNSPSC category deﬁnitions contains a category code and a short description
of the product (for example, category 43191500 Personal communication devices). eCl@ss deﬁnes
more than 12,000 categories and is organized in four-level taxonomy. It is generally understood
that UNSPSC classiﬁes products from a suppliers perspective, while eCl@ss is from a buyerÕs
perspective.
For our current experiment, two small segments of the relevant catalogues, both of which
concern the domain of computer and telecommunication equipments, are selected. They contain
23–26 concepts (corresponding to the categories) and are organized in 3–4 levels by generalization relationship. Two datasets of product descriptions collected from online computer vendor
websites are classiﬁed according to UNSPSC and eCl@ss. The classiﬁcation is performed in
two steps. First is the automatic classiﬁcation by CnS client, then come human adjustments of
the automatic results. The classiﬁed product description are viewed as the instances of the relevant
concept.
The second domain we choose is the tourism section. The two ontologies are constructed based
on vocabularies and structures from relevant travel sections of the Open Directory Project (ODP)5
and Yahoo category.6 In both ODP and Yahoo, categories are organized in hierarchy augmented
with related-to links. The Open Directory Project aims to build the largest human-edited directory
of Internet resources and is maintained by community editors who evaluate sites for classify them
in the right directory. Yahoo category is maintained by the Yahoo directory team for the inclusion of web sites into Yahoo directory. As a result, in this domain, unlike the product catalogue
example above, instances of each concept are already directly available without the need to classify them. For each category we downloaded the ﬁrst 12 web site introductions. If there is less than
12 instances in the category, we downloaded all that is available.
These two sets of ontologies constitute good targets for the mapping experiment. First, the
two ontologies in each pair cover similar subject domains and on the other hand, they were
developed independent of each other and therefore there was no intentional correlation
among terms in the ontologies. In addition, the domains are relatively easy to understand for
everyone.
6.1.1. Experiment set-up
For the manual part, we conducted a user study in the Information System Group at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology. Six users have conducted the manual mapping
3
4
5
6

http://www.unspsc.org.
http://www.eclass-online.com/.
http://www.dmoz.org/.
http://www.yahoo.com.
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independently. All of them have good knowledge of modeling in general. None of the users had
addressed the problem of mapping ontologies prior to the experiment. For each of the two mapping tasks, each participant received a package containing: a diagrammatic representation of the
two ontologies to be matched, a brief instruction of the mapping task, and a scoring sheet to ﬁll in
the user identiﬁed mappings. To help the user making decision, they can use numbers to indicate
how conﬁdent they are towards each match (three for fairly conﬁdent, two for likely and one for
need to know more to suggest the match). It also helps to compare system performance when different conﬁdence level are considered.
6.2. Variables
The primary goal of our experiment is to evaluate the quality of iMapperÕs suggestions and
examine the contribution from diﬀerent component of the system. We also aim at testing the
robustness of the approach by a series of sensitivity analysis. A number of variables aﬀect the results. They are subjected to a sensitivity test.
• Desired mapping results. Both precision and recall are relative measures that depend on the
desired mapping results7—the user identiﬁed mappings. For a meaningful assessment of mapping quality, the desired mapping result must be speciﬁed precisely. In this experiment, we have
two versions of the desired mapping results. One is developed by six users independently, the
other is based on group discussion. The intention is to test if diﬀerent user eﬀorts will lead
to diﬀerent mapping results and to what extend will the diﬀerent desired mapping results aﬀect
the ﬁnal precision and recall values. Another variable in the gold standard is related to the fact
that we allow users to specify a conﬁdence level to each mapping they suggest. three for fairly
conﬁdent, two for likely and one for need to know more to suggest the match. Therefore, two
variables are relevant here:
– DESIRED_MAPPING_RESULT to indicate whether the gold standard is individual or
group discussion based.
– CONFIDENCE_LEVEL to specify whether only conﬁdent mappings are included into the
gold standard (when set conﬁdence level to 3) or less conﬁdent ones are included as well
(when conﬁdence level is 2 or 1).8
• Structural information. Recall in Eq. (4), for non-leaf concepts, contributions from the
instances, the sub-nodes and the related nodes are counted in when calculating feature vectors
for such non-leaf concepts. a, b and c are used as tuning parameters to control the contributions from the concepts instances, sub concepts, and related concepts respectively. For instance,
if we assign 1 to a, 0 to b and c, it means that no structure information will be counted.
• WordNet contribution. The contribution from WordNet postprocessing will be adjusted by a
tuning parameter—RELATEDNESS_WEIGHT. If RELATEDNESS_WEIGHT = 0, it means
WordNet contributions are not counted.

7

Also being referred to as ‘‘gold standard’’.
Conﬁdence level 2 includes all the mapping that have a conﬁdence level equal or bigger than 2, and conﬁdence level 1
includes those that are equal or bigger than 1.
8
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6.3. Quality of iMapper’s predictions
6.3.1. Baseline analysis
To compare the situation in diﬀerent conﬁgurations, we need a baseline conﬁguration of the
variables. For both domains, we set the diﬀerent variable values as follows:
•
•
•
•

a = 0.5, b = 0.25, c = 0.25
RELATEDNESS_WEIGHT = 0
CONFIDENCE_LEVEL = 1
DESIRED_MAPPING_RESULT = individual

For the two tasks, a number of mappings were identiﬁed manually by the users. Overall, an
average of 30 mappings are discovered by the users between the two product catalogues and
an average of 62 in the tourism domain. The individual manual mappings are determined to be
‘‘correct’’ and are used as a gold standard to evaluate the quality of the automatically suggested
mappings in the baseline version. The automatic result is evaluated against each of the six manual
mapping proposals to calculate the respective precision and recall and then an average precision
and an average recall are computed.
Fig. 6 summarizes average precision versus recall ﬁgures for the two mapping tasks respectively.
Since the mappings are ranked according to their similarity degree so that the most similar ones
are ranked high, the precision drops at lower recall levels. For the tourism ontology mapping task,
the precision is 93% at recall level 10% and drops gradually when more mappings are included.
For the product catalogue task, the precision at levels of recall higher than 70% drops to 0 because
in the baseline version, not all user identiﬁed mappings in this task can be discovered by the iMapper system automatically. In that particular case, it is 69% that has been discovered by the system.
For the tourism domain, around 92% are discovered.
Note that the tourism ontology mapping task achieved higher precision than the product catalogue task at all recall levels. There are several possible explanations for the diﬀerence.

Fig. 6. Precision versus recall curve for the two tasks.
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• First, the number of instances of the product catalogues is smaller than that of the tourism
ontologies. As a result, the feature vectors generated by a larger instance set will have a better
chance to capture and condense the terms that diﬀerentiate one concept from others. More
accurate feature vectors will in turn boost the accuracy of the mappings.
• Second, the documents used in the two tasks have diﬀerent characteristics. In the product
domain, there exist a fair amount of technical terms, proper nouns and acronyms (for instance,
‘‘15inch’’, ‘‘Thinkpad’’, ‘‘LCD’’, etc.) in the product descriptions. Lacking of special means to
treat these special terms hampers the system from generating high quality feature vectors. In
contrast, in the tourism domain, the documents contain far much less speciﬁc technical terms
or proper nouns.

6.4. Further experiment
6.4.1. Tuning with WordNet
With both domains, we did further experiment on assessing the eﬀect of using WordNet [13] to
post-process the system initially generated mappings. WordNet is used to strengthen the mappings whose concept names have a close relatedness in WordNet. In this experiment, the relatedness is deﬁned as the hierarchical depth from one concept to the other in WordNet.
Fig. 7 shows the precision and recall curves pre and after using WordNet for post-processing in
the tourism ontology mapping task. The ﬁgure shows that WordNet marginally improves the precision at levels of recall lower than 60%. This suggests WordNet is useful in strengthening the similarity value of the correct mappings and boost their ranks in the result set. The changing of ranks
makes the predication more accurate at lower recall levels. At recall level 20% and 50%, WordNet
makes an apparent improvement for the precision.
Fig. 8 demonstrates the precision and recall curves pre and after using WordNet in the product
catalogue domain. On the contrary to the tourism domain, the eﬀect of WordNet here is not
apparent and indeed the precision gets worse after using WordNet than that before using it, at
high recall levels. One possible reason to explain it is that lots of technical terms are used in
the product catalogue domain. This technical terms are not documented and classiﬁed speciﬁcally
in accordance to their usage in technical domains. For instance, ‘‘IT’’ has no entry in WordNet, in

Fig. 7. Precision versus recall curves pre and after using WordNet for postprocessing in tourism domain.
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Fig. 8. Precision versus recall curves pre and after using WordNet for postprocessing in product catalogue domain.

the case of ‘‘CD writable’’, writable has not entry in WordNet either, and in the case of ‘‘portable’’,
its only noun sense is related to ‘‘a small light typewriter’’ which has not much to do with ‘‘portable
computer’’ in WordNet. This plus a relatively small set of concepts lead to the eﬀect that WordNet
strengthened the pairs in a more or less random way, which in turn results in slightly worsening
the situation.
We also noticed the limitations for using WordNet to calculate concept relatedness in both
domains. In WordNet, nouns are grouped into several hierarchies by hyponymy/hypernymy
relations, each with a diﬀerent unique beginner. Topic related semantic relations are absent in
WordNet, so travel agent and travel have no relation between them. And in fact, they are in
two diﬀerent taxonomies, since travel agent is in the taxonomy which has entity as top node
and travel is in the taxonomy where act is the top node. This results in a not-related result being
returned when applying the path length measure for measuring the relatedness of the two terms.
That result however does not mirror the human judgment. A possible way to overcome this limitation is to augment WordNet with domain speciﬁc term relations or use other domain speciﬁc
lexicons.
In this experiment, we used the path length measurement to estimate the semantic relatedness of
terms in WordNet. There are other measures being proposed in the literature, for instance, the
most informative class measures [24]. It would be interesting to see the performance of other alternative measurements.
6.4.2. Desired mapping results
To test the eﬀect that the desired mapping results have on the precision recall ﬁgures, we gathered the users and made an extended user study on the tourism domain 6 months after the ﬁrst
user study. Five out of six users participated the extended user study.9 The ﬁve users sat together,
discussed the ontologies and made decisions jointly. As a result, a group discussion based gold
standard came into being.
Figs. 9–11 present precision recall curves of individual vs. group discussion based gold standard
at three conﬁdence levels respectively.
9

One is not available in Trondheim at that time.
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Fig. 9. Precision recall curves at high conﬁdence level in the case of individual and group based gold standard in
tourism domain.

Fig. 10. Precision recall curves at medium conﬁdence level in the case of individual and group based gold standard in
tourism domain.

Fig. 11. Precision recall curves at low conﬁdence level in the case of individual and group based gold standard in
tourism domain.
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At both high and medium conﬁdence levels, the precision is generally higher under group gold
standard than that under individual gold standard. It is especially true when the recall level increases. We observed that in the group discussion session, users tend to read the ontologies more
carefully. Discussions took place when users had diﬀerent understanding or interpretations of the
concepts. It is reasonable to conclude that users put more eﬀorts in group discussion based sessions than they do in individual based sessions. Some of the suggestions a user made in the individual cases were identiﬁed to be false in the group discussion session. One typical scenario is that
when one user proposed a mapping based on the fact that the two concepts are synonyms, another
user argued that the mapping is not valid, since the concepts actually have diﬀerent meanings if
taking their structures into consideration. The two argues a little bit, while others added their
opinions as well. In the end, all agreed that the mapping was not a valid one (or at least one that
should not have high conﬁdence). As a result, some of the very obvious mistakes one user made in
individual bases vanished through the group discussion phase. It seems that the group discussion
based gold standard is a more accurate one.
At low conﬁdence level, we observed no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the individual and group
ones. This may relate to the fact that when users had dispute over a mapping, they quite often
made compromises in the end, so that instead of completely delete a proposed mapping or assign
a high conﬁdence level to it, they would agree as a middle way to assign a low conﬁdence level to
it. Since the low conﬁdence level gold standard includes all the mappings, we end up with more or
less similar set of mappings in the individual case and the group case. This leads to the fact that
the two curves in Fig. 11 are very close.
6.4.3. Structural information
The last experiment we did was to test whether taking into account structural information
makes any diﬀerences for the mapping accuracy. A rather straight forward test was conducted
on the tourism domain. We tuned the structural parameter b and c to 0, and compared the precision recall curves in that setting with that in the baseline version. Recall that in the baseline version, a = 0.5, b = 0.25 and c = 0.25. In Fig. 12, the b, c = 0 version is referred to as structure-oﬀ
version, while the baseline is referred to as the structure-on version. As shown in the ﬁgure, the
structure-oﬀ version has a decrease in precision at recall level 20%, recall level 50% and above.

Fig. 12. Precision recall curves when structure information is turned on/oﬀ in tourism domain.
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This indicates that to disregard structural information completely makes the mapping accuracy
worse at high recall levels.
6.5. Discussion
To summarize, the main results of our study were the following:
• The system discovered most of the mappings and ranked them in a useful manner.
• The number of documents, the nature of the terms used in the documents and the overlapping
of the ontologies account for diﬀerence in mapping accuracy in the two tasks.
• The eﬀect WordNet has on the mapping accuracy through re-ranking varies in terms of the
domain and document characteristics.
• The gold standards signiﬁcantly inﬂuence the results. It seems that a group discussion based
gold standard has less errors.
• Take into consideration structural information helps improve the mapping accuracy.

7. Related work
There has been a number of works on semantic reconciliation developed in the context of schema translation and integration, knowledge representation, machine learning and information retrieval. In the multi database and information systems area, there exist approaches dealing with
database schema integration. The work on database scheme integration is quite relevant, since
schema can be viewed as ontologies with restricted relationship types. In [4], a variety of database
schema integration methods were studied and the schema integration process is divided into three
major phases: schema comparison, schema conforming and schema merging. Rahm and Bernstein
[23] claims that a fundamental operation in the manipulation of schema information is match.
The match operation takes two schemas as input and produces a mapping between elements of
the two schemas that correspond semantically to each other. The mapping returned by a match
operation may be used as input to operations to merge schemas or mediate between schemas.
DIKE [22], MOMIS [5], OBSERVER [20] and Cupid [17] are systems, which focus on schema
matching. In [23], schema matching approaches were classiﬁed into schema-level matchers and
instance-level matchers. It pointed out that instance-level approaches can be used to enhance
schema-level matchers in that evaluating instances reveals a precise characterization of the actual
meaning of the schema elements. And in general more attention should be given to the utilization
of instance-level information to perform match.
In the research area of knowledge engineering, a number of ontology integration methods
and tools exist. Among them, Chimaera [19] and PROMPT [15] are the few, which have working
prototypes. Both tools support the merging of ontological terms i.e., class and attribute names from
various sources. The processes start by running a matching algorithm on class names in the pair of
ontologies to suggest the merging points. The matching algorithm either looks for an exact match in
class names or for a match on preﬁxes, suﬃxes, and word root of class names. A user can then
choose from these matching points, or proceed on his/her own initiative. PROMPT provides more
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automation in ontology merging than Chimaera does. For each merging operation, PROMPT suggests the user to perform a sequence of actions on copying the classes and their attributes, creating
necessary subclasses and putting them in the right places in the hierarchy. Some other systems use a
composite approach to achieve better matching results. GLUE [11] is a system uses composite approach to combine diﬀerent matching strategy. It uses machine learning techniques for individual
matchers and an automatic combination of match results.
Recently, there have emerged some preliminary studies trying to perform ontology mapping via
analyzing an extensional description of concepts and deriving mappings by comparing extensional
descriptions. [28] proposes a method called FCA-MERGE, based on the theory of formal concept
analysis, for merging ontologies following a bottom up approach and the method is guided by
application-speciﬁc instances of the given source ontologies that are to be merged. [2] uses techniques well known from the area of data mining (association rules) for the task of catalogue
integration.
Our approach is in line with the latter group of endeavours. Yet it diﬀers from them in the following ways. First information retrieval models are used to represent concept extension and calculate similarity between concepts. This gives us a practical way to rank the mapping results,
which lead to the more prominent mappings be listed on top. When a large amount of mappings
are predicated, ranking them is especially useful to help the user concentrate on the more likely to
be correct ones. In addition, the leverage of vector space model allows taking into account the
hierarchical information of the concept in a uniﬁed manner. Second, we use graphical notations
to represent the ontology and the mapping results. This makes it easier for the user to understand
the model and get an overview, as it is commonly understood that thanks to the innate human
spatial reasoning abilities, we can interpret information represented as complex pictures much
more easily than we can as lines of text. Furthermore, we have explored the possibility of incorporating WordNet into the framework to achieve better mapping results.

8. Conclusions
We have introduced a heuristic mapping method and prototype mapping system that support
the process of semi-automatic ontology mapping. The approach is based on the idea of semantic
enrichment. The proposed functionality facilitates the mapping process in that the semantic heterogeneity and the risk for anomalies are reduced. Furthermore, the cognitive overload of the user
is reduced in the manual part of the mapping process.
The approach can be applied in several other diﬀerent contexts, because of the domain independent nature of the approach. One such context is documents retrieval and publication between
diﬀerent web portals. Users may conform to their local ontologies through which the web portals
are organized. It is desirable to have support for automated exchange of documents between the
portals and still let the users keep their perspectives. Service matching is yet another candidate to
apply the method, though we have to assume that there are some service description hierarchies
(the MIT process handbook for instance [18]) and that the provider and the requester are using
diﬀerent classiﬁcation schemas. By using the extension description of the service hierarchy, we can
compute a feature vector for each service node. Then the matching can be conducted by calculating the distance between the representative feature vectors.
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